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We thank both reviewers for their constructive comments. Based on these, the7

major points that we suggest for the manuscript revision are a shortening of the8

entire manuscript, a clarification of the used nomenclature and of the mathemat-9

ical derivation of the noise model, as well as the rewriting of certain paragraphs.10

We would like to point out that part of the review comments are based on mis-11

understandings. We are sorry that our style in the manuscript was not concise12

enough at some points and will make efforts to improve this. Please find below13

our detailed answers. We will first reply to the general comments of both re-14

viewers and afterwards answer the specific comments. The reviewer comments15

are typeset in italics, our author comments in normal font.16

17

18

General comments19

20

Anonymous referee #1:21

First and most important I think that the manuscript does not read well. The writing feels22

overly complicated while the mathematical treatment, the description of the statistical noise23

model as well as the way the latter is used with the real data sets are not presented clearly.24

The manuscript will benefit from a clean-up and a clarification of the mathematical symbols25

as well as the terminology that seem to be used carelessly to some extent. After I read the26
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Appendix 1 and all sections relevant to the derivation and use of the noise model, it is still27

very unclear to me what exactly have the authors done. I can’t claim that my math/statistics28

level is very high but can certainly relate to the average reader of CP and my problem in29

understanding the methods lies mostly in the rather confusing use of symbols and often in the30

absent explanations of how the noise model was applied.31

AC:32

We would like to express our apologies that the manuscript was hard to read and to follow. We33

will make an effort to improve its readability. This will include a shortening as well as a sim-34

plification of the manuscript. We plan to accomplish the shortening by removing the diffusion35

model and its discussion, by merging sections 4.1 and 4.2 and by condensing individual para-36

graphs. Simplification of the manuscript will be reached by reducing technical terminology37

and a clean-up of the nomenclature. For this, we will extend the Data and Methods section38

by an additional paragraph that introduces the coordinate system that is used throughout39

the manuscript (including a schematic figure) as well as relevant nomenclature. We will make40

sure that the nomenclature introduced there will be used throughout the rest of the text. We41

will give more space to the statistical noise model in order to clarify both its derivation in42

the appendix as well as its application in the main text. To improve the comprehensibility of43

the derivation, we will introduce a table of symbols including their definitions in the appendix.44

45

I believe that the manuscript falsely presents an overly pessimistic view on the use of the46

water isotopic ratios obtained from single firn/ice cores. The reason for this is that the signal47

to noise ratios and variance estimations of the 1 m deep firn cores array are in a way “ex-48

trapolated” and used for evaluating the representativity of deeper cores thus falsely giving the49

impression that a minimum of N cores is needed for a robust isotopic signal to be estimated.50

Even though a study of the top 1 m of firn is very valuable one should expect isotopic diffusion51

and firn densification to heavily attenuate a lot of the variance caused by post-depositional52

(mostly surface topography) effects. This is of course not to say that the interprofile cor-53

relation is expected to approach 1 but certainly the low covariances the authors observe for54

the top 1 meter are not representative of the deeper parts of a firn core. I also fear that55

the results the authors present regarding the last 6000 years of isotopic data from the EDML56

core overestimate the importance of post depositional noise and neglect the recorded climate57

variability. This does not necessarily mean that water isotopic records are accurate proxies of58
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polar temperature over the Holocene; the problem of the low responsivity of the d18O signal59

to temperature still remains.60

AC:61

The reviewer states his concerns about the fact that we use noise levels inferred from the62

first metre of firn also to assess the representativity of much deeper firn cores, and mentions63

that both densification and diffusion likely affect the noise level in the deeper parts. We are64

certainly aware of the fact that our approach of analysing the first metre is only a limitation,65

and we will ensure that this is also marked as such clearly in the manuscript.66

However, regarding the influence of densification and diffusion we do not fully agree. In the67

first metre of firn densification does not occur at our study site which is shown by the density68

data obtained from the trenches. It is therefore not relevant for our data. Below the first69

1-2 metres where densification starts, its effect on the lateral isotopic variability is probably70

dependent on the sampling resolution. However, the exact effect is yet unclear. We will add71

a respective remark at the end of section 4.1. In the case of diffusion and densification we72

also have to bear in mind that it acts equally on both signal and post-depositional noise. If73

the variance of the climate signal in the isotopic time series does not change on the time-scale74

considered (e.g. inter-annual), which is a reasonable assumption, the variance ratio of signal to75

noise will not be affected by diffusion nor densification, and our results of the representativity76

will not change for the deeper parts of a firn core.77

However, we also expect that the climate signal has more variance associated with longer78

time scales, e.g., as seen on glacial-interglacial time scales. Therefore, the signal to noise79

ratio will improve considerably when analysing longer time scales (e.g. centennial or millenial80

variations). We will add these points to the discussion in sections 4.3 and 4.4.81

Regarding the interpretation of the decadal variance seen in the EDML deep ice core over the82

last 6000 years, we admit that so far we have neglected diffusion at this point. However, even83

after a full forward diffusion of our trench noise level estimates with a (pessimistic) diffusion84

length of 8 cm water equivalent, the effect on decadal and longer variations is small. Our85

inferred noise levels for the decadal time scale are consequently not strongly affected (the86

inter-annual noise levels estimated from the trenches are reduced by a factor of ∼ 0.095 in87

the diffusion case instead of a factor of 1/10 in case of undiffusing white noise; see also our88

more detailed answer to the the respective specific comment). Thus, our statement that the89
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EDML core decadal isotope variations might to a considerable part be noise is still valid after90

accounting for diffusion. We will add this discussion to the manuscript.91

92

I have the impression that the authors tend to statistically treat the pre-deposition isotopic93

signal as a stationary stochastic process when in reality it is to a large extent a deterministic94

signal. Additionally, water isotope time series from ice cores are found to present a red +95

white noise behavior in the frequency domain, likely reflecting processes in the climate system96

that introduce a long-term memory. As a result the approach the authors use for example97

in section 4.4 when attempting to detect a warming trend is far from realistic. A warming98

signal in water isotopes can’t possibly be just the sum of a linear trend and white noise.99

AC:100

While we do not agree that large parts of the pre-depositional signal are deterministic, we are101

also aware that it is a mixture of many processes. On the one hand, its temperature signal102

consists of deterministic components (the seasonal cycle, solar and volcanic forcing, anthropo-103

genic trends) and of a stochastic component as result of the internal variability in the climate104

system (red climate noise). On the other hand, it exhibits a non-temperature part includ-105

ing meteorologic/atmospheric effects of stochastic nature that influence the isotope content106

of precipitation, noise due to a varying isotope-temperature relationship, post-depositional107

noise, etc. In our paper we examine therefore the most simple and also most optimistic case:108

an anthropogenic trend + white post-depositional noise. Our Monte Carlo simulation is hence109

valid as an upper bound of the detection probability since all other mentioned components110

of a real isotope time series will complicate the detectability of an anthropogenic trend. In111

our oppinion it is thus only necessary to formulate the underlying assumptions in the Monte112

Carlo simulation much more clearly and to mention the additional complicating issues, but113

not to refine the approach itself.114

115

Based on their results regarding the minimum number of cores required for a satisfactory116

representativity, the authors suggest that it is preferable to sacrifice measurement precision117

(wrongly referred to as accuracy in the manuscript) to higher throughput in order for more118

cores to be analyzed using Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy. This recommendation sounds119

tentative for two reasons. Firstly with the current Cavity Ring Down instrumentation one120
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injection is very unlikely to provide results free of memory effects regardless of the correc-121

tion scheme used. I am personally not aware of a correction scheme that “behaves” when122

such a small number of data points are available per sample. The problem this generates is123

that intra-sample memory effects are notorious for modifying the color of the noise in high124

resolution water isotope records. This impacts any work utilizing spectral methods as power125

spectral densities become biased in the low frequency part of the spectrum. Secondly a higher126

analytical noise level results in inferior Deuterium excess records and impacts the accuracy127

of temperature reconstructions based on water isotope diffusion – the latter seeing a great128

benefit from measurements of as high precision as possible. I would argue that the authors129

should reconsider this message and at least stress out that there will be a cost in following a130

one-injection measurement approach.131

AC:132

We agree with the reviewer that reducing the number of injections on Cavity Ring Down133

Spectrosopy instruments down to one per sample might affect the usability of the data for134

diffusion-based methods as well as for the interpretation of deuterium excess. On the other135

hand, it would improve single-proxy reconstructions if it allowed more replicate core meas-136

urements. In the revised version, we will better stress the limitations of our suggestion.137

138

Last, though not as important, it would be nice presenting some of the d18O profiles from T1139

so the reader has a feeling of how the time series look.140

AC:141

We do not think that this is an improvement of the manuscript since single T1 d18O profiles142

will not offer any new insights compared to the T2 profiles already shown. All data presented143

in the paper will be made public via the data base PANGAEA (http://www.pangaea.de/)144

so that anyone will be able to investigate it.145

146

Anonymous referee #2:147

The paper overall is very difficult to read. The writing is too complicated, often mixing148

nomenclature, or not defining it properly. The statistical model, especially, deserves more149

attention in the text, as well as more description in the Appendix. A major simplification of150
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the story is needed. As it stands, the reader is lost in technical and often unnecessary writing.151

The paper could be as much as 25% shorter just in this regard.152

AC:153

Similar issues have been mentioned by the first reviewer. We therefore cite here our answer154

from above:155

We would like to express our apologies that the manuscript was hard to read and to follow. We156

will make an effort to improve its readability. This will include a shortening as well as a sim-157

plification of the manuscript. We plan to accomplish the shortening by removing the diffusion158

model and its discussion, by merging sections 4.1 and 4.2 and by condensing individual para-159

graphs. Simplification of the manuscript will be reached by reducing technical terminology160

and a clean-up of the nomenclature. For this, we will extend the Data and Methods section161

by an additional paragraph that introduces the coordinate system that is used throughout162

the manuscript (including a schematic figure) as well as relevant nomenclature. We will make163

sure that the nomenclature introduced there will be used throughout the rest of the text. We164

will give more space to the statistical noise model in order to clarify both its derivation in165

the appendix as well as its application in the main text. To improve the comprehensibility of166

the derivation, we will introduce a table of symbols including their definitions in the appendix.167

168

In section 4.4, the authors attempt to reconstruct a 0.5degC temperature trend using a Monte169

Carlo approach consisting of a signal (linear temperature trend) and random noise. Although170

the time period is short (50 years), this is far too simplistic a model for estimating isotopic171

variability. The approach must also include the atmospheric component of variability, because172

storm tracks and moisture sources can change over decadal time periods. At the very least,173

this should be clearly documented as a simplifying assumption. Water isotope signals do not174

only depend on noise and temperature!175

AC:176

We agree with the reviewer that our model neglects many contributions to the signal and177

noise as well as the processes causing these variations. Please see also our response to the178

similar issue raised by reviewer 1. However, our model, by purpose, examines a simple and179

also most optimistic case: an anthropogenic trend + white post-depositional noise. Our180

Monte Carlo simulation is hence valid as an upper bound of the detection probability since181
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all other mentioned components of a real isotope time series will complicate the detectability182

of an anthropogenic trend. We will formulate the underlying assumptions in the Monte Carlo183

simulation more clearly, mention the limitations, and make clear that this is a thought exper-184

iment to estimate a lower limit of the number of required cores and not a realistic simulation.185

186

The results presented largely focus on isotopic analysis in the depth/time domain, but I think187

it would be worth pointing out that analysis in the frequency domain of isotopic profiles would188

be informative, and an area of much needed research. It makes sense that post-depositional189

stratigraphic variations alter the isotopic signal, but is the frequency component of the data190

preserved? That is, do the spectra of nearby isotopic profiles in the vertical direction have191

the same power density values? In my opinion, this would be the major test of water isotope192

literature. At the end of the paper, this should be suggested (note: an analysis like this would193

require perhaps 100 years of data from multiple cores). Table 1 would suggest there may be194

large discrepancies in the frequency domain, but I also think the vertical scale of the study195

(∼ 1m) prevents any useful conclusions.196

AC:197

We agree with the reviewer that a spectral analysis of nearby firn cores is a very interesting198

approach. It is expected that temperature spectra (from climate models, for instance) will199

show deviations from d18O spectra of ice/firn cores due to post-depositional noise and diffu-200

sion. In fact, this is part of our ongoing research to obtain a better understanding of signal201

and noise in Antarctic cores. However, with respect to our manuscript we do not regard a202

spectral approach as meaningful due to the limited vertical extent of our data. In addition,203

for the rather nearby trenches we expect their spectra to be similar within uncertainty of the204

spectral estimate. In our data, we observe a quite considerable difference between variance205

levels of the mean trench profiles. For example, the estimated signal variance of the mean206

T1 profile on the inter-annual time scale of 1.15 (per mil)2 is in contrast to the value of T2207

of only 0.21 (per mil)2 (see Tab. 1 in the manuscript). This discrepancy can be attributed208

to the fact that information is lost due to the stacking of the single profiles. We will add209

a sentence to the conclusions section that spectral analyses of firn cores would complement210

trench-like studies in order to understand the spectral shape of the noise.211

212
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Throughout the paper, an accumulation value for low-accumulation sites is poorly defined.213

The results of the paper are only valid for low accumulation sites, which I guess might mean214

something like less than 15 cm ice eq/year. It should be made clear at the beginning of the215

paper, and throughout.216

AC:217

As a reference throughout the paper, we will define a low accumulation rate to mean a value218

of ≤ 10 cm water eq./year. The East Antarctic plateau typically shows accumulation rates219

below this threshold.220

221

Suggesting that only one injection on Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy instruments be used222

for future multi-ice core studies, in my opinion, should not be included as a suggestion in the223

paper. Although throughput would increase, current CRMS instruments cannot give reliable224

results with a single injection - precision is lost - and this can alter the frequency component225

of the signal. Plus, the deuterium excess parameter requires good precision in both d18O and226

dD for useable results.227

AC:228

Also the first reviewer has critisised our recommendation in the paper to reduce the number229

of injections on Cavity Ring Down Spectrosopy instruments down to one per sample in order230

to be able to measure more cores instead. We will better state the limitations of our sugges-231

tion in the revised manuscript.232

233

In Figure 4, seeing that the mean isotope profiles of T1 and T2 are correlated at 0.82 leads234

me to believe that clarification is needed in the text. Using a low accumulation site to extract235

temperature is problematic in many ways, and using up to 50 cores might be necessary to236

get some sort of temperature signal, but simply averaging a few isotopic profiles over some237

depth/time is still useful to pull out a common climate signal. This must be clarified to the238

reader.239

AC:240

The significant observed seasonal correlation of 0.81 is expected from our noise model for the241

seasonal time scale: The model shows that a number of five profiles at a spacing of 10 m is242

sufficient to obtain a representative (R>0.9) isotope signal. In T1, 38 profiles are averaged in243
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the mean profile, thus a large number; in T2, four profiles at optimal spacings of at least 10244

m are averaged. The recommendation of drilling 10–40 cores for a representative signal refers245

to the inter-annual case for which the signal-to-noise ratio is much smaller. Despite that,246

we observe a correlation between T1 and T2 for the inter-annual mean time series of 0.87.247

However, this value should be taken with care since its significance is doubtable as the value is248

only based on five observations. Both aspects will be clarified in the manuscript in section 4.3.249

250

251

Answers to specific comments, anonymous referee #1:252

253

RC 1, P5610–L15:254

Based on the scheme you present the results of your measurements are not calibrated on255

the SMOW/SLAP scale. This is unfortunately a point misunderstood by many laborat-256

ories performing water isotope analysis. Technically a calibration of your samples on the257

SMOW/SLAP scale requires a two fixed-point calibration. This originates from the SMOW/SLAP258

scale definition itself where zero is defined by SMOW and the linear scale is defined by SLAP259

at -55.5 per mile (precisely). The problem with a three points linear fit is that despite the fact260

that often the R2 value of the linear fit looks excellent the actual offsets of the points from261

the calibration line are large enough to cause accuracy issues that are not easy to identify.262

I think your measurements will strongly benefit from fixing the two extreme water standard263

points, calculating a calibration line based on those two and using the 3rd mid point as an264

accuracy check. This in the end is a measure of your “combined uncertainty” and often it265

can be slightly higher than a precision estimate that is based on the of series of injections of266

a standard water. With this in mind the 0.09 per mile precision given in the manuscript is267

absolutely the upper limit of precision and very likely the combined uncertainty of the meas-268

urements is somewhat worse. Having said this, I do not think your actual results will vary269

significantly by choosing a 2-point calibration and thus if you make a proper comment on270

the calibration scheme it will be fine not readdressing all your measurement runs. It would271

however be very nice to apply it to one run in order to get a feel of how high your combined272

uncertainty is, as estimated by checking the offset of the middle standard from the calibration273

line.274
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AC:275

Please excuse that, for the sake of brevity, we have apparently not adequately described our276

measurement and correction scheme. In fact, each measurement run includes three blocks277

of standard measurements, one at the beginning, one at the end and one in the middle of278

the run. The three-point calibration as well as the memory correction is performed with, or279

respectively based on, standards from the first block, the drift correction by additionally using280

standards from the last block. To check the precision of the entire calibration and correction281

scheme, an independent standard in the middle block is measured that is neither used for282

calibration nor memory/drift correction. Our given measurement precision is based on the283

deviation of this standard from its known value. It thus yields a measure of the combined284

uncertainty of the calibration and the measurement itself. In the revised version we will add285

that the given precision is based on the evaluation of an independent standard not used for286

calibration or correction and thus represents an combined uncertainty.287

Regarding SMOW/SLAP scale we agree that, strictly speaking, the calibration is not per-288

formed onto the SMOW/SLAP scale. We will change the respective sentence to: “The289

isotopic ratios are calibrated by means of a linear three-point regression analysis with dif-290

ferent in-house standards where each standard has been calibrated to the international V-291

SMOW/SLAP scale.”292

293

RC 2, P5611–L8:294

“Signifficantly higher density” Maybe an estimate?295

AC:296

According to the reference given, the dunes typically exhibit snow densities about 15–50 %297

higher than the mean value of the surrounding firn. We will add this information to the298

manuscript.299

300

RC 3, P5612–L10:301

The numbers you give for the RMS deviations seem very low after looking at the profiles in302

Figure 1b. Is there any chance you calculated mean of differences and not an RMS value?303

AC:304

This is a misunderstanding, please excuse that this has not become clear. For a specific layer305

profile, we calculate the root-mean square deviation (rmsd) for two cases: i) between the306
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layer profile and the surface height profile, and ii) between the layer profile and the hori-307

zontal reference (a straight line). The numbers we state in the manuscript are the differene308

between the two rmsd values. We will rewrite the entire paragraph for clarification.309

310

RC 4, P5612–L22 and Figure 2:311

The P–P values of the T2 d8O profiles ar about 10 per mile lower than of those from T1.312

Can you maybe comment on this?313

AC:314

The peak-peak value is an instable metric and depends strongly on the sample size. In T2315

only four profiles were sampled which likely causes the difference between both trenches (20316

per mil in T1 vs. 12 per mil in T2). More stable metrics are for example the mean and317

the standard deviation which indeed show much smaller differences between the trenches318

(mean(T1)=-44.4 per mil vs. mean(T2)=44.0 per mil; SD(T1)=3.1 per mil vs. SD(T2)=2.7319

per mil). These values are also stated in the manuscript or will be added (please see answer320

to RC 8 of referee #2).321

322

RC 5, P5614–L11:323

For the case of an AR-1 process one would expect the correlation to continuously drop until324

it reaches values close to zero for high lag values. Here you observe a plateau at the value of325

0.5 for spacings ≥ 10m Does this imply something for the choice of the AR-1 approach for326

your lateral noise?327

AC:328

This is a misunderstanding as our model is not an AR-1 process alone, but the sum of a noise329

following an AR-1 process and a coherent signal. In P5614-L13-15 we state: “We assume330

that each profile consists of a common signal S and a noise component ε independent of the331

signal. The noise component is modeled as a first-order autoregressive process (AR(1)) in332

the lateral direction.” The inter-profile correlation then is the sum of a constant term and333

an AR(1) term that decorrelates with increasing distance between the profiles (see Eq. (2)334

in the manuscript):335

rXY = 1
1 + var(ε)

var(S)

+
var(ε)
var(S)

1 + var(ε)
var(S)

× exp
(
−|x− y|

λ

)
.336

337
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The constant term assumes for a variance ratio var(ε)/var(S) = 1.1 as used in the manuscript338

a value of ∼ 0.5. We will change the legend of Fig. 5 to “AR(1) noise + signal model” to339

make it also here immediately apparent to the reader that the model consists of a noise and340

a signal component.341

342

RC 6, P5614–L18:343

The term “signal to noise ratio” is normally used to describe the ratio of the powers of two344

signals. Is it appropriate to use this term when looking into the variance ratio?345

AC:346

The signal-to-noise ratio is indeed defined as the ratio of the powers of signal and noise.347

However, it is also routinely used in the related literature to describe the variance ratio (e.g.,348

Persson et al., 2011, JGR; Wigley et al., 1994, Journal of Climate and Applied Meteorology).349

When both signal and noise are stationary stochastic processes, their respective power is350

equal to their mean-squared value; which is further identical to the variance if both have351

zero mean. An AR(1) process is stationary stochastic; however, this is not the case for the352

isotopic seasonal signal since it contains a deterministic signal, the seasonal cycle. To prevent353

misunderstandings, for the manuscript we will name it signal-to-noise variance ratio, as, e.g.,354

in Fisher et al., 1985.355

356

RC 7, P5617–L8:357

Preferably replace “m-scale” with “meter–scale”358

AC:359

We will adopt this change in the manuscript.360

361

RC 8, P5617–L11:362

The relatively recent literature on vapor measurements and their interpretation has certainly363

showed that the isotopic composition of the upper snow is subject to change post deposition364

and similar changes can be observed in the vapor isotopic composition. However I do not think365

that the literature has showed any solid evidence that sublimation-condensation processes are366

the mechanism driving these changes in the upper firn (it is possible indeed). A rather simple367

diffusion model can show how an underlying winter layer can significantly deplete the isotopic368

composition of the overlying enriched summer layer in a period of hours to few days, some-369
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thing allowed by the extremely open porosity of the upper firn.370

AC:371

We agree with the reviewer but also think that our statement “Possibly, exchange of wa-372

ter vapour with the atmosphere by sublimation-condensation processes (Steen-Larsen et al.,373

2014), potentially accompanied by forced ventilation (Waddington et al., 2002; Neumann and374

Waddington, 2004; Town et al., 2008), acts as a further noise source.” clearly reflects that375

this is not a solid evidence but a possibility.376

377

RC 9, P5618–L3:378

Indeed firn diffusion plays a strong role. Do you not think that the densification process itself379

is also a mechanism that reduces the variance caused by surface topography noise?380

AC:381

In the sampling region no densification is observed within approximately the first two metres382

of firn (J. Freitag, personal communication), the densities measured in both trenches sup-383

port this (T. Laepple et al., manuscript in preparation). Consequently, we do not consider384

densification to be important for our data set. Nevertheless we agree that below the first385

1-2 metres, where densification starts, it may influence the noise variance given the firn is386

sampled in constant intervals.387

388

RC 10, P5618–L23:389

I guess that you need a sinusoidal d18O signal in order to cancel out at a shift of ν/4? Also,390

your observations show a plateau at a correlation of 0.5 so you do see something different in391

fact.392

AC:393

The purpose here was to assign a physical interpretation to the observed decorrelation length394

of the noise. However, we agree with the reviewer that the attempt to relate a sinusoidal395

surface variation with the exponential decorrelation of the noise is too simplistic since the396

autocorrelation of a periodical function is again periodical, not exponential. We will remove397

this part and simply state that the observed decorrelation length of λ ∼ 1.5 m is of the same398

order of magnitude as the small-scale surface height variations, suggesting stratigraphic noise399

to be an important noise component in our records.400

401
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RC 11, P5619–L2:402

Is the 1km value an educated guess?403

AC:404

The value corresponds to the rounded up distance between the trenches.405

406

RC 12, P5619–L5:407

Your comments on the validity of the isotopic thermometer and the precipitation intermit-408

tency are certainly valid but I find them irrelevant here. Your study deals with local noise409

and further complicating the discussion with the long standing question on the validity of the410

isotopic thermometer can possibly be confusing at this point in the manuscript.411

AC:412

We agree that the additional comments on the isotopic thermometer and precipitation inter-413

mittency might confuse some readers at this point, and we will remove this part from the414

manuscript.415

416

RC 13, P5619–L15-22:417

The reader here is left guessing what you have done for this section. Which model parameters418

from T1 do you carry over for this calculation? You mention that an averaged set of T1419

profiles is used and that those profiles are chosen if they fulfill the required criteria. Can you420

be more specific? Inspecting Fig. 7 I see a feature of your model that is hard to understand421

(it also appears in Fig. 8 actually). For N = 2 and N = 3 there seems to be a discontinuity422

in your model. A “kink” is very clearly seen. I do not see any reason why your math produces423

such a feature (i am referring to the rxy definition here). Can you explain why this is the424

case?425

AC:426

i) We are sorry that this part was apparently not clearly written. We will thoroughly rewrite427

it to clarify what is being done here. ii) The “kinks” seen in the model curves in Fig.s (7)428

and (8) are not a discontinuity of the model itself, but due to the fact that the model (and429

also the data) can only be evaluated for an integer number of profiles. We will add points at430

N=1,2,3,... to the lines in each plot to make this clear.431

432

RC 14, P5620–L20:433
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Again you refer to correlation to local temperatures. This is essentially a different study and434

your reference to weather station data sort of pops out of the blue here leaving the reader a435

bit confused.436

AC:437

We think it is important to assign a physical meaning to our term of representativity. For438

this we stick to the classic interpretation of d18O as a proxy for local temperature, thereby439

assuming that the coherent isotope signal identified in the trench record is related to local440

temperature variations. Bearing in mind issues such as meteorology and moisture source tem-441

peratures that complicate this interpretation, our representativity can then be interpreted442

as an upper bound for the correlation with a nearby weather station. True correlations will443

certainly be lower. We want to stress again our oppinion that a physical meaning of the term444

representativity is a benefit for the reader and suggest to keep this, but will of course rewrite445

the sentence to make our reasoning more transparent.446

447

RC 15, P5620–L25:448

Can you be more specific on the time scale here. Do you simply mean “time” and not “time449

scale”? Also keep in mind that nowhere in the manuscript a description on how you assigned450

a time scale is to be found. You calculate annual means but have not described how you assign451

years to your data.452

AC:453

i) We are afraid this is a misunderstanding. In our understanding the term “time scale” is454

common usage in climatology to denote a typical period of time: e.g., climate variations oc-455

cur on different time scales, from seasonal over inter-annual to decadal, centennial and longer456

variations. ii) The construction of the age-depth relationship/assignment of annual means is457

described in P5616 L4-8: “In order to obtain annual-mean d18O time series we define annual458

bins through the six local maxima determined from the averaged profile of the two mean459

trench profiles. The mean peak-to-peak distance of these maxima is 19.8 cm, consistent with460

the accumulation rate. Three alternative sets of annual bins are derived from the five local461

minima as well as from the midpoints of the slopes flanking these minima.”, but we will try462

to add a more detailed description in the results section.463

464

RC 16, P5621–L10:465
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Would the simplest and best case scenario be assuming white noise?466

AC:467

Indeed, white noise would be more advantageous than autoregressive noise. However, firstly468

the detrended trench data are positively autocorrelated in the vertical direction, contradict-469

ing white noise. Secondly, white noise is physically quite unlikely. Since stratigraphic noise470

is the result of constant mixing, erosion and redistribution of the surface snow it is likely471

that adjacent layers show some inter-relation. We will change the wording to reflect that the472

first-order autoregressive noise is the best case, consistent with the available data.473

474

RC 17, P5622–L10:475

I guess you would have to agree that the study from Graf et al has completely different bound-476

ary conditions than yours. Low cross correlations between the records in that case can be due477

to other processes that are not apparent in your case.478

AC:479

We are aware that the results obtained by Graf et al. also include other effects than just the480

stratigraphic noise. This is reflected in our manuscript (P5622-L18-21): “However, this ac-481

cordance does not necessarily mean that our worst-case scenario is the more realistic one since482

the measured cross-correlations [in the study of Graf et al.] are also subject to potential dating483

uncertainties and additional variability caused by spatially varying precipitation-weighting484

and possibly other effects.” We disagree with the reviewer that the study of Graf et al. has485

completely different boundary conditions: It was conducted in the same area, the firn cores486

are annually resolved, and they cover isotopic variations at the end of the Holocene. In sum-487

mary, we would leave this part of the manuscript as it is.488

489

RC 18, P5623–L5:490

I am not sure the term “significant challenge” is appropriate here considering you only use491

data from the top 1 m of firn.492

AC:493

The corresponding part in the manuscript is: “The noise level identified in our trench data494

poses a significant challenge for the interpretation of firn-core-based climate reconstructions495

on seasonal to inter-annual time scales.” Hence, we already restrict the statement to apply496

to seasonal to inter-annual time scales only, and not in general. We will add “in our study497
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region” to stress that we only make a statement for the area around Kohnen station.498

499

RC 19, P5623–L21:500

Replace “high-accuracy” with “high-precision”. It is the precision that affects the variance of501

your noise in the isotopic profiles. Accuracy issues can potentially create biases but this is502

not exactly what you are looking at.503

AC:504

We will replace “high-accuracy” with “high-precision”. We accidentally mixed up the two505

terms.506

507

RC 20, P5624–L5-7:508

I suppose you would require that the d18O signal is stationary in order to make this state-509

ment?510

AC:511

While we do not make any assumption about the d18O signal here, indeed we assume sta-512

tionarity of the post-depositional noise (before densification and diffusion which does not513

influence the ratio of stratigraphic and measurement noise). However, we feel that this is a514

reasonable assumption, at least for the late-Holocene.515

516

RC 21, P5624–L25:517

I find it problematic that after you have used a certain color for the lateral and vertical noise518

in your previous calculations, now for the case of the detection of the warming trend you only519

assume a linear slope plus white noise for the whole signal. This is far from realistic. Take a520

look at high-resolution deep ice core data – there is a plethora of information in them and they521

certainly do not look like white noise even for the case of the relatively “boring” Holocene.522

AC:523

As outlined in more detail in our answer to the general comments, we do not assume at524

any point that the Holocene climate signal is white. The purpose of the “warming detection525

thought experiment” is to provide the reader with a simple demonstration what stratigraphic526

noise implies for the detectability of a temperature trend. Here we aim for the simplest, and527

also most optimistic model which is reflected in our assumption of a pure linear trend. In-528

cluding any further signal components (internal climate variability, filtering and modification529
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of the signal by meteorology etc.) would complicate the model and also the understandability530

for the reader, but also lead to more pessimistic results (thus requiring even more cores to531

detect an antropoghenic signal).532

The white-noise component arises solely from modeling the post-depositional noise. It is533

correct that on the seasonal time scale the data suggests that the post-depositional noise is534

autoregressive in the vertical direction (thus in the time domain) with a decorrelation length535

of λ ≈ 6 cm. However, on the inter-annual time scale the noise for such a λ can be well536

approximated by white noise as the power spectrum of an AR(1) process levels off on fre-537

quencies below the frequency associated with the decorrelation length. As an asset, white538

noise is more optimistic than AR(1) noise and here also simpler for the reader to understand.539

We will add some clarifying remarks about the relationship of the vertical noise covariance540

between seasonal and inter-annual time scales.541

542

RC 22, P5626–L16:543

I assume that with the term “noise” here you refer to post depositional noise. I personally544

have my strong doubts that this statement is true for three reasons. Firstly a simple spectral545

analysis of the EDML high resolution data over the last 6000 years will reveal clear informa-546

tion of the diffusion process and thus past temperature. The signal to noise ratio in this case547

(and of course this varies through the core) is roughly 20-30 dB. Secondly as I have explained548

above your results are based on values that are likely an overestimate of the final contribution549

of post depositional noise since you are focusing only at the top 1m. Lastly (and here I have550

to admit I am doubting myself a bit so take this with a grain of salt..) I am not sure that the551

use of the statistical variance is proper for a deterministic periodic signal like this of d18O.552

AC:553

Regarding the reviewer’s first point we have to be cautios as the reviewer contrasts two dif-554

ferent methods. There are several things to consider:555

i) The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) the reviewer gives in the case of inferring past temperature556

from diffusion is in our understanding the ratio of the measurement noise (the baseline in557

the d18O spectra) to the measured spectral signal. This cannot be compared to our SNR558

contrasting isotopic signal to post-depositional noise, but rather has to be compared to the559

ratio of isotopic signal to our measurement precision of 0.09 per mil. In the manuscript we560

use as an estimate for the annual signal variance a value of 0.68 (per mil)2. This gives a SNR561
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of 10 log(0.68/0.092) ∼ 20 dB, similar to the reviewer’s lower bound. On longer time scales562

one should expect the signal to become stronger. However, in any case the SNR of isotopic563

signal to post-depositional noise is considerably smaller.564

ii) We are afraid that it has not become clear that we refer all our implications for the ability565

of d18O firn cores to reconstruct past climate to the classical method of interpreting d18O566

as a proxy for (local) temperature. In this context we do not intend to say that there is no567

climate signal in the EDML record over the last 6000 years, but that it might be entirely568

masked by post-depositional noise (see below our answer to the second point). We will reph-569

rase the respective passage to make this clear. We agree with the reviewer that the diffusion570

method is a powerful tool to reconstruct past temperatures. This is based on the fact that571

the temperature signal that is reconstructed is not inferred from the isotopic time series itself572

but by the diffusion acting on it. In fact, it is commonly assumed that, before diffusion, the573

d18O spectrum is initially white due to post-depositional noise (Gkinis et al. (2014), Johnsen574

et al. (2000)). We will add a clear statement to the manuscrip that all our implications refer575

to the classical d18O method, and mention that there are other means utilizing firn cores576

for climate reconstructions (such as the diffusion method or nitrogen/argon isotope ratios)577

to which our implications do not necessarily apply.578

579

To the reviewer’s second point: It is certainly a strong assumption to apply noise levels580

inferred from the first metre of firn to a time series covering 6000 years. We will carefully re-581

phrase the respective parts to make this clear. Additionally, we admit that in the manuscript582

the effect diffusion has on the decadal post-depositional noise level has so far been neglected.583

However, even after a pessimistic estimate of the effect of diffusion, the change of our res-584

ults is small: Taking the inter-annual post-depositional noise level inferred from the trenches585

(5.9 (per mil)2 in the worst-case, 1.25 (per mil)2 in the best-case scenario) and assuming the586

inter-annual noise to be initially white, the decadal noise level is obtained by the integral over587

the diffused spectrum. Accounting for full forward diffusion with a constant diffusion length588

of 8 cm water equivalent it turns out that the inter-annual noise level is reduced by a factor589

of ∼ 0.095 instead of a factor of 1/10 for undiffusing white noise. This small difference is590

due to the fact that for the present accumulation rate at Kohnen station of 6.4 cm w.eq./yr,591

diffusion mainly acts on isotopic variations on sub-decadal time scales. For longer periods of592

time it becomes more and more negligible.593
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In summary, the decadal d18O variations observed in the EDML record can still not easily594

be interpreted as climatic variations but instead might be to a large extent post-depositional595

noise. For the revised manuscript, we will add our estimate of the influence of diffusion in596

the main text and update the noise levels given in Tab. 2 accordingly.597

598

To the last point: We agree with the reviewer that in statistics, variance is strictly defined599

only in terms of random variables. However, generally climate is a mixture of stochastic and600

deterministic parts. This is exemplarily seen also in the EDML d18O time series over the601

last 6000 years which does not resemble a purely deterministic signal (see Fig. 2 of Oerter et602

al. (2004)). Using the variance in such cases is straightforward.603

604

RC 23, P5626–L25:605

Your phrasing on the intermittency of the accumulation may be misunderstood here. It may606

be a good idea to stress out that you are talking about post deposition (or redeposition) of607

snow causing the local variability of the accumulation.608

AC:609

Thanks for the comment; indeed we did not mean accumulation intermittency here but post-610

depositional redeposition. We will rephrase the sentence accordingly.611

612

RC 24, Appendix A:613

I would suggest that the authors spend some time to reread this section. A clean-up in the614

way symbols are used and what exactly do they mean (perhaps a table?) would be very helpful.615

In particular the use of the terms ε, ε̃, εx, εy, σ2
x, σ∗x

2 and what they represent has been very616

hard for me to follow when reading this section. I also think that since your data analysis617

is all performed in the depth domain you should substitute t with z in all the equations in618

Appendix A.619

Assuming one drills a vertical core and measures a signal X(z) then this signal can be seen620

the sum of an ideal signal S(z) plus some noise w(z) as:621

Xn(z) = Sn(z) + wn(z) (1)622
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where n the index for core n drilled at lag τn. As far as I understand you consider wn(z) to be623

the sum of a white noise variance wvert(z) in the vertical direction and a variance described624

by an AR(1) process in the horizontal plane εn(z).625

So, wvert(z) has a constant value and εn(z) is (simply definition of an AR(1) process):626

εn(z) = α · εn−1(z) + wn(z) (2)627

where wn(z) is white noise and for simplicity lets assume it is the same for all cores thus628

simply summing up eq.1 and eq.2 I combine the white noise components into one and get:629

Xn(z) = Sn(z) + εvert(z) + α · εn−1(z) + wn(z) = Sn(z) + α · εn−1(z) + w′(z) (3)630

Can you clarify where does the normalization parameter in your eq. A3 comes from? I631

can also not understand how you separate your Gaussian noise in the vertical and your AR1632

lateral in the math. Can you be more specific as to what is the difference between your ε̃n−1(t)633

and εn(t). In the text ε̃ is described as white noise but in eq. A3 it looks like AR(1).634

Additionally since S(t) represents an “ideal” noise-free signal how do you practically calculate635

the var(S) quantity as seen in several of the equations in the manuscript?636

In the beginning of the derivation of eq. A5 you calculate the mean value X(t), you run637

the indexes from 1 to N but for some reason the variable n is kept in the subscript. Is this638

correct?639

AC:640

We are sorry that the derivation given in the appendix was not presented comprehensibly641

enough. For the revised manuscript, we will re-write the entire derivation in a more concise642

and understandable fashion, including a clean-up of the nomenclature.643

To the individual points:644

We agree that it is more appropriate to use z as the vertical variable instead of t and will645

follow this advice. We will also add a table of symbols summarising the different definitions.646

The factor
√

1− a2 is not a result of the derivation but was introduced as a normalization so647

that the variance of the AR(1) noise series is unity. However, this introduction is actually not648

necessary and unfortunately led to a small mistake in the manuscript regarding nomenclature649

of the noise variances which, however, does not affect the actual results. For the revised650
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manuscript, we will not use the this normalization and better separate the nomenclature of651

the noise (see below).652

The noise term ε̃n of profile n was introduced to be following a first-order autoregressive653

process in the horizontal direction. Thus, according to the definition of an AR(1) process,654

this noise term splits into the term aε̃n−1 arising from the autocorrelation of the noise with655

the previous profile, and a term εn which is noise drawn from random variables that are in-656

dependent and identically distributed (white or Gaussian noise). For the revised manuscript,657

for the sake of clarity, we will change the notation as follows: The autocorrelated noise will658

be termed wn, the independent white noise component of each noise profile εn. Then, w is659

the noise term that can be identified with the horizontal trench variance in the main text,660

and not ε as accidentally given.661

It is unfortunately a misunderstanding that we separate the noise into a vertical and a662

horizontal component. The only further assumptions about the modelled post-depositional663

noise is that it is stationary in both the horizontal and the vertical direction, and that its664

variance is isotropic. Thus, the noise term of a trench profile can be described by a single665

term. We will state these assumptions more clearly in the revised version of the appendix. A666

potential depth-dependency of the noise becomes relevant for averaging the trench data from667

seasonal to lower (e.g. inter-annual) resolution. This depth-dependency is then represented668

by the covariance of the noise in vertical direction for which the two cases in the main text669

are discussed (autoregressive noise similar to the horizontal direction (best case), or complete670

inter-dependence of the noise on the sub-annual time scale (worst case)). We will also describe671

this discussion in greater detail in the revised manuscript.672

An exact estimate of the signal variance, var(S), is not necessarily needed, since our model673

results depend only on the signal to noise variance ratio, var(S)/var(ε). For the seasonal674

time scale, this ratio can be estimated from the inter-profile correlation (Fig. 5) as it is done675

in the manuscript, and is then used throughout the manuscript for the noise model on this676

time scale. However, for the inter-annual time scale, individual estimates of the annual signal677

and noise variance are necessary. The annual signal variance is approximated by the mean678

of the variances of the mean annual d18O trench time series. This assumes that the noise679

in the time series is sufficiently averaged out by the stacking of the profiles. We will clarify680

the respective parts in the manuscript to make our approach and the underlying assumptions681

more clear to the reader.682
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The reason why the variable n is kept in the subscript in the beginning of Eq. (A5) is that n683

denotes the horiztonal position of the profile along the trench; thus n1 refers to the position684

of profile number 1, nN to the prosition of profile number N . We will simplify the entire685

nomenclature in the revised version of the appendix to avoid such ambiguity.686

687

Answers to specific comments, anonymous referee #2:688

689

RC 1, P5607-L3-4:690

The stated text “the strong relationship between the isotopic ratios in precipitation and local691

air temperature” should be clarified. This is valid at large distances (latitude scale). Variab-692

ility at a single ice core site will also depend on the trajectory of individual storm tracks, and693

for example, the location of low pressure zones that influence meteorology. This means that694

there is both a local temperature effect and an atmospheric effect. This is also mis-represented695

later in the paper using the Monte Carlo simulation.696

AC:697

Thank you for this comment. We will remove the adjective “strong” from the cited sentence698

as the relationship between precipitation and local temperature depends both on the spatial699

as well as temporal scale considered – as you mentioned and as we describe later in the in-700

troduction. In addition, we will better clarify in the manuscript here that local d18O also701

depends on the specific trajectory of a given precipitation event and thus on meteorology.702

However, still we think that our approach for the Monte Carlo simulations is valid as we703

aim to provide the optimistic boundary case which provides an upper bound for the recon-704

struction of a local temperature trend. We will describe our underlying assumptions for the705

Monte Carlo approach more clearly – in this context please see also our answers to the general706

comments.707

708

RC 2, P5607–L13-16:709

It is mis-leading to say that outside of large-scale temperature shifts (how big? glacial-710

interglacial size shifts?) it is often too hard to extract climate information. There is still711

climate information, such as multi-year or decadal oscillations, but perhaps finding a temper-712

ature signal in a low accumulation site is too hard. Please clarify. What sort of temperature713

shift? What does low accumulation even mean (less than 15cm ice eq/yr perhaps)?714
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AC:715

We are sorry that our definition in the manuscript of non-climate noise as “the part of the716

isotopic record that cannot be interpreted in terms of large-scale temperature variations” was717

ambiguous. We refer the term “large-scale” here to large spatial scales, not to the amplitude718

of the temperature variation. We will point this out more clearly by writing “in terms of719

regional or larger-scale temperature variations”.720

From this interpretation it follows that any local effects on the isotopic record (meteorological721

and post-depositional influences) are interpreted as non-climate noise in our manuscript. To722

our knowledge there is so far no solid evidence that decadal isotope variations observed at723

a single low-accumulation site, for example in the EDML deep ice-core record, can be inter-724

preted in terms of regional temperature oscillations (as evidenced by a significant correlation725

to independent climate data). Thus, we think that our statement “may often be too high to726

accurately extract a climatic signal” is appropriate.727

We will define low-accumulation here as being less than 10 cm water eq./year, please see also728

our answer to comment RC 4.729

730

RC 3, P5607–L21-23:731

What are non-climate influences? Do you mean noise, that must be averaged to get climate732

over something like 30 years or greater? This is at least partially explained in the rest of the733

paragraph. Perhaps state “short-term processes” or “small spatial scale processes” instead of734

“non-climate influences”.735

AC:736

We do not limit our definition of “non-climate influence” to noise on small spatial or short737

temporal scales, but include any influence that leads to isotopic variations (or, respectively,738

variations of any other temperature proxy) that cannot be interpreted as a regional or larger739

scale temperature signal. We will rephrase our sentence here to point out that we refer again740

to our earlier definition of non-climate noise (see our comment on RC 2).741

742

RC 4, P5608–L23:743

Please define low-accumulation.744

AC:745

Albeit being a subjective choice, we will adopt as a definition of low accumulation a value of746
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≤ 10 cm water eq./year – all the deep ice core sites on the East-Antarcic plateau exhibit less747

accumulation.748

749

RC 5, P5609-L21:750

Please state the accumulation rate in m ice eq./yr for comparison to other ice core sites.751

AC:752

As the unit m ice eq./year is dependent on the the value adopted for the density of ice we753

would prefer to change the unit to m water eq./year which is common usage in the ice-core754

sciences as well. The numerical value of the annual mean accumulation rate at Kohnen sta-755

tion would only change by order of magnitude then, being 64× 10−3 m water eq./year.756

757

RC 6, P5609-L27:758

What is a “spirit level”?759

AC:760

A device with a glass tube filled with liquid and a bubble of air to test whether a surface is761

level by the position of the bubble.762

763

RC 7, P5611-L5-14:764

This paragraph is excellent and useful. Describing the structure of the surface of the snow,765

and at what locations along the horizontal trench line, allows the reader to form ideas about766

how this may affect the isotope profiles in the vertical direction.767

AC:768

Thank you.769

770

RC 8, P5611-L15:771

Please also include a standard deviation value, in addition to mean, max, and min.772

AC:773

The standard deviation of d18O values over the entire trench T1 is 3.1 per mil, over entire774

T2 2.7 per mil. We will add this information to the manuscript.775

776

RC 9, P5611-L19:777

What is a “high” d18O value? In the next line, please give standard deviation, not variance.778
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This sentence is important, but very confusing. Likewise in line 23, what is a lower d18O779

value. Please use enriched or depleted.780

AC:781

We meant “high” and “low” in relation to the respective mean value. However, using “en-782

riched” and “depleted” instead is more appropriate – thanks for this suggestion.783

784

RC 10, P5612-L2:785

What is an “isoline”? Please define somewhere above this sentence for clarity. The rest of786

the paragraph is similarly confusing, and because of its importance, it should be carefully re-787

written. Give accumulation rate in m ice eq.yr. Do “lateral layer profiles” refer to isolines?788

The nomenclature is difficult to follow.789

AC:790

An isoline is a curve along which some variable (here, d18O) has a constant value. We will791

add this definition to the paragraph. The lateral layer profiles are thus not identical to isolines792

since the former follow the seasonal maxima and not a specific constant d18O value. We will793

re-write the paragraph for clarification.794

795

RC 11, P5612-L23-24:796

What are “inter-profile deviations” referring to? Deviations of isolines? Try to use one com-797

mon description, rather than many types. In general, I can interpret what the author means798

over the preceding two paragraphs, but it should be defined more clearly.799

AC:800

This paragraph discusses the d18O profiles of T2 (Fig. 2) – we will add “d18O” in line 22 to801

clarify this. We will change “inter-profile deviations” to “differences between the profiles”.802

803

RC 12, P5613-L2-5:804

I cannot understand what this sentence means: “On the horizontal dimension of the trenches,805

the observed lateral variance (Fig. 3) reflects processes that are not related to variations of806

atmospheric temperatures as these are coherent on this spatial scale. According to the ter-807

minology adopted here, the lateral variance is non-climate noise.” Do you mean that local808

temperature and regional atmospheric circulation should cause variations in vertical isotopes809

profiles, while horizontal profiles are affected by something else, such as post depositional810
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movement superimposed on the natural climate variability? Also, please do not use “lateral”,811

as this can mean “side-to-side” in the vertical or horizontal direction, and when used on its812

own, is confusing to the reader. Try to define nomenclature early in the paper, and stick to813

that nomenclature throughout.814

AC:815

Yes, you understood it correctly. However, we will re-phrase the sentence to make it easier816

to understand. In addition, we will add a paragraph to the “Data and Methods” section817

introducing the coordinate systems used in the manuscript together with a corresponding818

nomenclature.819

820

RC 13, P5613-L17-25:821

For this paragraph: 1) The first sentence repeats previous rationale. 2) In line 22, a mean822

of what? Units? It is unclear what is being discussed at this point. 3) Why do you call this823

“classical”? Can you include a reference? 4) In line 25, the author mentions vertical shifting,824

but it is not entirely clear why this is introduced? Is this peak matching with a max shift of825

12cm? The entire paragraph needs to be clarified.826

AC:827

We will re-write the entire paragraph. In detail we will make the following changes: 1) We828

will shorten the first sentence. 2) In line 22, we discuss the correlations between single profiles829

of T1 and single profiles of T2. Hence we will write “mean correlation of ...” instead of just830

“a mean of ...” for the sake of clarity. 3) We called snow pits “classical” opposed to our more831

extensive two-dimensional sampling in the trenches. However, as this might be mis-leading832

we will remove the word “classical” and will include the reference to McMorrow et al. (2002)833

as an example of a snow-pit study. 4) Allowing for a vertical shift before correlating a profile834

of T1 with a profile of T2 is necessary as we don’t have an exact height reference of T1835

relative to T2. We will introduce this at the beginning of the paragraph.836

837

RC 14, P5615-L5:838

By “independent of the signal”, do you mean the climate signal?839

AC:840

Yes. We will add the word “climate” for clarification.841

842
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RC 15, P5615-L24:843

It might be worth noting that the missing d18O winter values could have been a winter where844

very little precipitation fell (the seasonality effect).845

AC:846

This is indeed a possibility and we will add this to the manuscript.847

848

RC 16, P5617-L14:849

Spatial precipitation intermittency on scales of km’s is not relevant to this study as the850

trenches are only spaced at 500m.851

AC:852

We agree to remove this part as we explicitly discuss possible causes of lateral isotopic vari-853

ance only for the spatial scale of the trenches.854

855

RC 17, P5618-L3:856

The attenuation of the signal with depth *must* be mainly explained by diffusion. Using the857

term ‘likely’ disregards physics. I think this paragraph can be shortened considerably to say:858

diffusion attenuates the signal with depth, and in the upper few meters, ventilation can cause859

even larger attenuation of the signal.860

AC:861

We will shorten the paragraph considerably as you suggest (including an entire removal of862

the diffusion model).863

864

RC 18, P5618-L28:865

What do you mean by “the remaining correlation”?866

AC:867

We meant the correlation that remains after the small-scale stratigraphic noise is decorrel-868

ated. We will rephrase the sentence to make this clear.869

870

RC 19, P5619-L22:871

What “criteria”? You mean, “the following criteria”? Or something else?872

AC:873

We will thoroughly rewrite this part to clarify what is being done here; see also answer to874
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RC 13 of referee #1.875

876

RC 20, P5620-L1:877

At this point, I have become somewhat lost. While the larger picture remains clear, the details878

are confusing. For example, “representativity” is difficult to interpret in many instances.879

AC:880

We will shorten and simplify the discussion of Fig. 7 to make the general picture more clear881

to the reader. Regarding the term of representativity that is introduced, we will emphasize882

the physical interpretation of the term as being an upper bound for the correlation with local883

temperature. We bear in mind that meteorology (storm tracks, moisture source, etc.) and884

possibly other effects complicate this simple interpretation. Hence, the representativity can885

be at most an upper bound. Please see also our answer to RC 14 of referee #1.886

887

RC 21, P5623-L5-7:888

You must state in this sentence that the interpretation of firn-core-based climate reconstruc-889

tions is challenging for *low accumulation sites* and state what accumulation value(s). For890

high accumulation sites, the interpretation is quite straightforward. As this important sen-891

tence is written, it is mis-leading.892

AC:893

We will add the information that this is true for low-accumulation sites (≤ 10 cm water894

eq./year).895

896

RC 22, P5625-L22:897

It should be clarified that low accumulation firn cores do not show a coherent signal at high-898

frequencies (i.e. probably at sub-decadal scales, depending on the accumulation rate).899

AC:900

We will add to our statement “single isotope profiles obtained from low-accumulation regions901

are poorly correlated and do not show a coherent signal” that this applies, based on our data,902

at least to sub-decadal time scales.903

904
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